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Overview - 
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Skill Practice: Who Can I Tell?
Skill 3: Friend vs. Acquaintance

Activity: PB&J Gibberish
Skill Review: Social Cues

Activity: Energize
Brain Break



Lesson Structure -  

Prompt: "One thing I learned about sharing
personal information with acquaintances is
____"

Reflection: Summary Ball

Skill Practice: Levels of Sharing Game
Skill 3:  Levels of Sharing
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Say: The premise of this activity is that each student teaches a cooking class how to
make a PB&J sandwich using only one gibberish word. Examples of gibberish words:
snork, bleep, whoop, zap, blah. 
With the class, Social Coach lists the actual steps of making a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich on the board. 
Each player can either choose his/her own gibberish word or be told one by the Social
Coach to enact the steps using only the gibberish word. Encourage the student to use
gestures and facial expressions when explaining the process.
 Steps should be said the same way as if he/she were saying a real sentence. (Ex: “First,
you get two pieces of bread.”)
Coach by asking, “Which words did you emphasize? Have the students repeat the line
using a gibberish word.

       Skill Review: Social Cues Activity - PB&J Gibberish
 

Group Size: Small Groups of 4-6 Students      Materials: White board/Smartboard and markers

Directions: 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(Note: Additional scenario ideas include making a smoothie, making the bed, teaching a dog
to sit.)

        Discussion: 
Ask: If the instructor was not speaking in English, how did you understand the
communication? (Facial expression, body language.) 

        Skill Instruction: Social Repair

Say: We have been talking about the importance of stopping at Red Light social cues. 
Ask: What happens when we miss a red-light cue or notice a red light but keep going?
Say: Just like a car can go through a red-light traffic signal and cause a car crash, people can
cause a social crash when they do not stop at a Red Light social cue. A car crash can be
minimal – a “fender bender” or a serious crash or wreck. Social Crashes can also be slight
(where the other person feels irritated or annoyed) or serious, where they might want to take
a break or even end the relationship.
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If I cause a CAR crash, do I just walk away? (No.)

Apologize: Say I am sorry. “I am sorry for hitting your car.” 
Repair: Fix the car I have damaged (dent or broken light). 

This is called a SOCIAL REPAIR.
I can make a Social Repair by:
Owning my action/Saying what I did: “I ________.” 
Apologizing: Say I am sorry: “I am sorry for________________.” (Specific action
e.g., breaking your video game, hurting your feelings, etc.)
Repairing: “Fix” the damage (be helpful by …) “What can I do to fix the
relationship?

Ask: Can you think of a time when you may have caused a social crash with a friend or
family member?

Say: What I did to the other driver to take ownership of my action: “I went through the
red light and hit your car.”

Say: In a SOCIAL CRASH I can be helpful by fixing the damage with my repair kit. 

Skill Practice: Repair Kit

Group Size: Whole Group
Materials Needed: Scenarios                                    
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Kind words/tone
Green Light cues – eye contact, friendly face, body

Saying what I did/taking ownership of my action: “I
________.” 
Apologizing: Saying I am sorry: “I am sorry
for____________.” (Specific action)
Repairing: “Fix” the damage (be helpful by …) “What
can I do to make it right/fix things between us?”

Tools in my Repair Kit:
1.
2.

I can make a Social Repair by:

 



Kadisha shared something personal with Madison, and she asked her to keep the
information private.  Kadisha finds out that Madison shared the information with other
members in their friend group, despite her wishes, and now doesn't trust Madison.

What was Madison’s social crash? How can they make a social repair?
Mateo is playing Minecraft with his friend, Santiago. Mateo starts destroying some of
the things Santiago created without permission. Santiago says, “Hey knock it off, I was
in the middle of building that!” but Mateo doesn’t stop.  

What was Mateo’s social crash? How can he make a social repair?
Felipe was sitting on the couch watching tv with his sister, Angelina. He got up to get a
drink from the fridge. When he gets back, Angelina changed the show they were
watching. Felipe says, "Hey! I was watching that!" Instead of turning the show back on,
Angelina makes fun of Felipe for getting upset. 

What was Angelina's social crash? How can they make a social repair?
Isaac's sister, Katie, is talking on her cell phone. Isaac needs a ride to the park, where
he and his friends have plans to meet up and play soccer. If Isaac doesn’t tell his
sister now that he needs a ride now, he will be late. He sees that she is still talking. He
waits a minute and taps her on the shoulder. “Katie, I need to talk to you.” She does
not respond and holds up her hand like a stop sign. "Hey, Katie?” She does not answer
and starts to walk away. Isaac yells in her direction, “KATIE! YOU NEVER LISTEN TO
ME!” Katie turns around with an angry face and tone and says, “Isaac, I am talking to
my friends. What was so important that you could not wait a few minutes until I got
off?”

What was Isaac's social crash? How can they make a social repair?
Farzad and Ricardo were outside, playing four square  Farzad bounced the ball up
high, where it landed on the roof. Ricardo is upset and says, “What did you do that for,
Farzad?”

What was Farzad’s social crash? How can they make a social repair?

Social Coach reads scenarios below and discusses responses with students:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Is it Kind? Is it Necessary? Is it Helpful?
Is it a big deal or a little deal to me?
This determines what, if anything, I should say or do. 

If I say or do ______ then __________.
Would my words or actions match, or would they take away?
If I say or do this, am I being helpful or hurtful?

Listen to or role play the following scenarios. Audience votes thumbs up or thumbs
down if the scenarios show use of a social filter. 
Ask: Is it kind? Is it necessary? Is it helpful?
Groups discuss Social Prediction for that situation. If ____ then ____.

Say: Social Filter and Social Prediction go hand-in-hand. If I say or do something
without thinking, it may not match, can hurt, or offend others, or can lead to a social
misunderstanding. 

Social Filter 
A Social Filter means Thinking before saying or doing:

Social Prediction
Social Prediction focuses on the impact of what I say or what I do on others:

Skill Practice: Activity -Thinking before Saying or Doing

Materials Needed: Thinking before Saying or Doing Scenarios – see below
Group Size: Whole group

Directions:

(Note: Social Coach and/or students may add other relevant scenarios for practice and
discussion.) 
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Social Filter  



Ask: Is Natalia using her social filter? Is it kind? Is it necessary? Is it helpful? (No, not
kind, necessary or helpful.) Is Natalia respecting boundaries? (No feedback is the
teacher’s role.)
Social Prediction: If Natalia tells the actors what to do in a bossy way, then they may
feel ____. (Annoyed, frustrated.)

Ask: Did Maya use her social filter? Is it kind? Is it necessary? Is it helpful? (No,
spreading rumors to get attention is not kind, helpful or necessary.)
Social Prediction: If Maya says things about others that may not be true then _____
(she could hurt others, people will not trust her).

Ask:  Did Jorge use his social filter? Is it kind? Is it necessary? Is it helpful? (Yes- it
was necessary to tell his parents, because it was potentially dangerous situation)
Social Prediction: If Jorge tells his parents about what Carlos is doing, then _______
(they may be able to help him stop). Carlos may get upset with Jorge but it is for a
good reason. 

Ask: Did Josh use his social filter? (Yes – Helpful and necessary.)
Social Prediction: If Josh talks to his coach about Darnell, then_______ ( Darnell
may be able to get some help.)

Say: In drama class, Natalia gives unsolicited feedback to her fellow actors. They respond
by walking away or talking over her. 

Say: Maya is telling her friend group what she overheard that a girl they know sent racy
photos on her phone to a guy so that he would go out with her. 

Say: Jorge knows that his younger brother, Carlos, has been vaping. He tried talking to him
about it but he has not stopped. Jorge thinks he should let his parents know. 

Say: Josh and Darnell are on the same soccer team and are friends on Instagram. Lately,
Josh notices that others are bullying Darnell via mean comments and hurtful posts.
Darnell seems quiet and withdrawn and upset about life and may be thinking about hurting
himself. Josh talks to his coach about his concerns. 
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Get hearts pumping with a quick sequence of exercises. 
Call out 5 actions for your students to do as quickly as they can. For instance, 5
jumping jacks, 4 push-ups, 3 sit-ups, 2 squat jumps, and 1 tree pose.

In an authentic friendship, you’ve spent quality time together, gotten to know one
another, and have a trusting relationship. But in the beginning, we may have just
been two kids at the bus stop, on the same team, or in the same club. 

The kids you talk to only on the bus to and from school.
The kid next door who has a basketball hoop.
The girl in your dance class who also loves Broadway shows.
Your friend’s soccer teammates.
 Your debate coach.
 The kid you have been sitting next to in homeroom who likes to talk about sports.
Your cousin who is into all the same things you are. 

Brain Break: Energize!

Directions: 

Skill Instruction: Acquaintances versus Friends

Say: Earlier this year, we talked about our support networks – who we can go to if we
need someone to listen to us, or to support us through something. These are usually
the friends that we know well and have an established relationship with. 

Ask: How do you go from being two people in the same place at the same time, to
becoming friends?

Say: Give a thumbs-up signal when you hear a description of an authentic friend (Social
Coach reads the scenarios below): 
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Friend Versus Acquaintance 



A Friend is someone who you like being around; they like being around you. It is a
person you can trust; you share some interests, and they make you feel good. You
get together or talk with that friend on a regular basis.
So actually, someone you connect with on social media that you have never met in
person might not really be friend; they are an acquaintance – someone you share
virtual experience with, versus an actual friend that you see in person and with
whom you share real experiences. 
The way we interact with someone depends on the nature of our relationship. This
gives us the “social code” for how formal we are with them, the way we joke or
tease, how much physical interaction we have (e.g., hugging, putting your hand on
someone’s shoulder) with that person. 

Ask: What is the difference between people we know, and people who are actually our
authentic friends?

Say: An acquaintance is someone you might see regularly and say hello to them
occasionally, but they are not a person with whom you have a close relationship (e.g.,
the student you sit next to in orchestra).

        Skill Instruction: Levels of Sharing

Say: When we meet someone new, do we immediately share personal information
about ourselves? Why not? (They may tell others, they may feel uncomfortable, people
think that’s an odd thing to do “TMI – too much information”)

Ask: Do we know right away if this is a person we can trust? Do we know if they will
keep private information to him or herself? Will he or she laugh at things we think are
important? 
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Levels of Sharing



 
Say:  Sharing before we know someone well over time can place us at risk for being
teased, hurt, or taken advantage of. This is true for both face-to-face friendships, and
associations through social media such as, Instagram or SnapChat. 

Say:  How do we know what kinds of information are okay to share when? Learning
about 'Levels of Sharing' can provide some guidelines.
(Social Coach draws levels as visual aid and talks through
the descriptions seen below.)
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Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1

Ask: What kinds of questions can you ask to get to know someone?
Ask: Do you ask different types of questions for guys and girls?

Ask: What are some more personal types of questions? (Examples include
questions about family, past experiences.)

Examples include talking about feelings, disagreements with parents or siblings or
friends, personal goals. 

Sharing Level (Tier) One: First three to four times talking to someone; collecting that
Initial "getting to know you" information to establish what you may have in common. 

Sharing Level (Tier) Two: Usually after talking to someone five or six times; continue to
getting to know each other on a more personal level. Typically, you are communicating
with this person outside of school (texting, social media, etc.)

Sharing Level (Tier) Three: Involves sharing personal concerns/Building trust and
making plans together. 

 



Students are divided into small groups and every student is given 6-8 pieces of
colored candy.
Social Coach shares the key on the white/smart board (Note: Social Coach may
adapt colors depending on candy selection): 

    Skill Practice: Levels of Sharing Game - Conversation by Color

Group Size: Small groups of 6-8 students 
Materials Needed: Colored candy (M&M's, Skittles, Jelly Beans, etc.) 

Directions: 

1.

2.

Red:  What is a book you enjoyed reading?
Orange:  What is a movie/tv show you loved watching?

Yellow:  What is a song you love listening to?

Green: What is an activity you enjoy doing?

Blue: Which foreign country would you like to visit?

Brown: What is a place you love to visit?
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Say: We have been talking about levels of sharing. Think about Tier 1 questions –
general questions that you would ask someone you do not know well. Write down a
Tier 1 question on your paper that you want to be answered by your team. 
Say: Roll the paper into a ball and gently toss the paper ball to another person in
your group.  
Take turns answering the questions that you feel match Tier 1. 

Group Size: Whole Group                                                                       Materials Needed: Ball
 
(Note: See page 495 for 'Summary Ball' Instructions.)

Prompt: “One thing I learned about sharing personal information with acquaintances
is________________."

Extension Activity: The Question Game

Group Size: Small Groups of 5-6
Materials Needed: One piece of paper and writing utensil per group member.

Directions:

1.

2.

3.

Discussion:

Ask: Was there a Tier 2 or Tier 3 question shared? If so, how did it make you feel? 
How would this be different if you played the game with close friends or family? (You
may feel safer and trust more to share more personal information.)
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Extension Activities - Levels of Sharing    
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